
PREPARED MIND TACTICS 
             RANGE SAFETY RULES

1. Be aware of your surroundings at all times, you or someone near you may be doing 
something unsafe and situational awareness is the best way to prevent this.

2. All Federal, State, and Local laws must be followed while on the range.
3. All participants must sign and date the range safety rules as well as the “Waiver and 

Release of Liability”.
4. Commands issued by Instructor/s are absolute and must be obeyed immediately and 

without question this is for the safety of all those present.
5. When the command “Cease Fire” is heard all shooters will do the following:

 Stop shooting IMMEDIATELY
 Remove your finger from the trigger & trigger guard
 Keep the firearm pointed in a safe direction
 Wait for further instructions from the Instructor/s

6. No one other than Instructor/s may go forward of the firing line unless authorized or 
specifically directed to do so by Instructor/s.

7. When the line is declared “CLEAR” all shooters will do the following:
 All firearms must be holstered, slung, unloaded, and or benched/grounded, 

with the muzzle pointed down range, with the action open, slide locked to 
the rear, and magazine removed.

 Everyone must step back from the firing line.
 No firearms may be handled while the line is “CLEAR”.

8. Only targets provided by or authorized by the Instructor/s may be used on the 
range.

9. Fire only at the target in front of you unless directed to do otherwise by an
Instructor/s.

10. Handgun holsters used for training must work in such a fashion as to draw in an 
upward (slight forward or reward cant is acceptable) fashion and from the same side 
as the hand used to fire.  Cross draw, small of the back, and or shoulder holsters will 
not be used unless specifically authorized by the Instructor/s.

11. If you drop anything while on the line you will NOT pick up the item unless 
authorized or directed to do so by an Instructor/s.



12. All firearms are to be considered dangerous at all times and will never be pointed at 
anything other than a designated range target unless specifically directed otherwise 
by an Instructor/s.

13. Instructor/s reserves the right to inspect any firearm anywhere upon the range 
facility at any time for safety and or compliance with range rules.

14. Failure to comply with any range safety rule will result in the immediate removal 
from the range.  Ejection from the range will not in any way result in a refund; full or 
partial for remainder of training.

15. If any participant in range training witnesses an unsafe act on the line, they are to 
call a “Cease Fire” immediately and notify an Instructor/s.

16. All persons on the line will wear proper eye and hearing protection.
17. No one will be permitted to be on the range that is under the influence of alcohol or 

drugs and if you are taking any prescriptions, you are required to check with your 
doctor previous to range training to determine if you can safely take part in firearms 
and related training.

18. No smoking will be permitted on the range, a designated area for smokers will be 
located a safe distance from the shooting area, smokers are required to collect their 
butts before leaving the range.

19. Upon arrival at the range any firearm to be used for training will be unloaded 
previous to entering the range area and will be inspected for safety previous to 
entry to the range.

20. No use of electronic devices, unless instructed to do so by an instructor/s.  
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